FRESH FOOD
LIGHTING
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I FORZA
Elegant tubular 3-phase
tracklight equipped with
Premium Food LED modules
for the best presentation of
fresh food. Suitable for high
luminous ﬂux.
Colour

Find more lighting products
specialized for the fresh food
industry inside.
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IT ALL STARTS
WITH LIGHT
Three different quotations were received
for a new food store. An interior designer
stuck to a drawing table, ﬁnally realized
the perfect colour to put on the walls.
Endless discussions were held about
the right display. The interior of a
butcher shop, ﬁsh seller or bakery has
to be on point. The design of the
establishment determines the atmosphere
and appearance, it's part of your brand.
But what to do with the lighting? How do
you incorporate this into your store, to
showcase your fresh products the best
way and to prevent the loss of food.
Have you ever really thought about
this?
At Internova we have! Our lighting
professionals are always available to
support and advise you.

PREMIUM FOOD
LIGHTING BY
INTERNOVA
Internova has developed a special
range of COB LED modules for fresh
meat, fresh ﬁsh and bread/vegetables,
in collaboration with a leading European
LED-chip manufacturer. The range
consists of the Meat Premium Red
(MPR), Food WarmWhite (FWW) and
Fresh Fish (FF) modules.
These modules can be used in a selection
of Internova luminaires (3-phase
tracklights, recessed spots, pendants
and downlights). All Premium Food
luminaires come with a system warranty
of 5 years.

GIREVOLE
Recessed directable luminaire,
can be perfectly used for both
general lighting and spot lighting
applications. Suitable for our
Premium Food LED modules.

Colour

THE PERFECT
PRESENTATION
Where other LED food modules
can cause food to perish (e.g.
aging of fresh meat and ﬁsh)
within a few hours, the Premium
Food LED modules by Internova
are suitable for lighting fresh
food products without any
issues. This is achieved by
selecting the correct wavelength
combinations within the LED
chips, the correct amount of
light is also of high importance.
The fresh food will be displayed
in the best possible way,
remaining
close
to
the
true-to-life colours and
enhancing the fresh look.

LUNGO
3-Phase tracklight equipped with Premium
Food LED modules for the best presentation
of fresh food.
Colour

CURVA
Recessed directable luminaire, can be perfectly used
for the lighting of wall presentations and product shelves.
Suitable for Premium Food LED modules.
Colour
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Light has the power to transform a space. It is not without reason that we
believe that everything starts with the right lighting; It all starts with light!
Thanks to our knowledge and expertise in the lighting industry, we have
been part of the success of various major hospitality and retail formulas
for the past 24 years. This in collaboration with our lighting partners.

internova.nl

DIABLO L
Compact 3-phase tracklight equipped
with Premium Food LED modules for
the best presentation of fresh food.
Suitable for high luminous ﬂux and
equipped with unique space-saving
in-track adapter.
Colour

Please contact our lighting designers for more info:
Email: info@internova.nl

Sales: sales@internova.nl

Phone: +31 (0)76 - 520 5566

